Abstract

This draft proposes a dynamic Mobile Network Prefix (MNP) delegation extension for Mobile IPv6 protocol to enable MNP delegation for mobile networks. A MNP is an IPv6 prefix used in a mobile network. The extension supports dynamic delegation, return, refreshing and updating operations related to MNP delegation operations between a Mobile Router (MR) of a mobile network and the MR’s Home Agent (HA). This extension is proposed, because there is a lack for a dynamic MNP delegation protocol related to mobile networks, and currently MNPs have to be assigned statically to enable mobile networking.
1. Introduction

This document describes how one or more Mobile Network Prefixes (MNP) can be delegated to a mobile network with extensions to Mobile IPv6 [2] protocol. MNP is an IPv6 prefix used in a mobile network. By using the extensions proposed in this document it is possible to dynamically delegate MNPs for a mobile network. MNP Delegation is executed between a Mobile Router (MR) of a mobile network and its Home Agent (HA). MR acquires, refreshes and returns MNPs from its HA according to its needs. HA controls the delegation of MNPs to MRs. HA can also inform about new
valid and preferred lifetimes regarding the delegated MNPs. The extension described in this document is needed, because there is no mechanism for dynamic delegation of MNPs to mobile networks, but instead MNPs have to be assigned statically to mobile networks.

2. Terms

The terminology used in this document is defined in an other Internet draft [3]. In addition to this, some new terms are defined.

MNP Requestor = MR which delegates MNPs from its HAs.

MNP Delegator = HA which delegates MNPs to a MR.

MNP Delegation = The delegation of a MNP from a HA to a MR.

MNP Refreshing = MNP delegation lease extension initiated by the MR.

MNP Returning = Returning of a MNP from MR to its HA after the initial MNP delegation of the MNP. This operation is executed when the MR no longer needs the delegated MNP, and returns it back to the HA which originally delegated the MNP.

MNP Updating = The delegated MNP might change for example because of renumbering operations at the HA. This function is used to inform MR of valid and preferred lifetime changes regarding the leased MNP.

Transaction identifier = An identifier used to match a request message to a response. This kind of message exchange forms a transaction between communicating parties.

3. Terminology

The keywords "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in RFC 2119 [1].

4. Overview

The environment for this solution is defined in the NEMO working group (WG) [4]. The NEMO WG is developing a solution for a mobile network, which is based on one or more MRs connecting a mobile network to the Internet. The basic approach is to use Mobile IPv6 and bidirectional tunneling between the MR and its HA to enable transparent session mobility for the Mobile Nodes (MN) of the mobile network. The MNP is an IPv6 prefix of arbitrary length, which identifies an entire mobile network within the Internet topology [3]. This document focuses on the dynamic MNP delegation for a NEMO-network. Dynamic MNP assignment for a NEMO-network using MIPv6 is desirable for the following reasons:

1. Static MNP assignment for a mobile network is laborious

   - If a MNP will be statically allocated for each mobile network, it
demands a great deal of management and configuration work related to MNPs. There might be millions of mobile networks in the future and manual allocation of a MNP for each mobile network is laborious.

2. A mobile network may need a MNP in an ad-hoc way

- MNP allocation might be managed using Router Renumbering for IPv6 [5]. But the mobile network could be formed in an ad-hoc way in which case the MR initially does not have a MNP and requests for it dynamically. In this case [5] is insufficient and a dynamic protocol for MNP delegation is needed. This requirement assumes that there is a need for dynamic mobile network formation.

3. Lifetime of the mobile network is not necessarily infinite

- Use cases of such situations are expected to occur in Personal Area Networks (PAN), which require mobile networking capabilities only for a short time. Addressing resources are wasted, if the delegated MNP of the mobile network is not used. The MNP should be possible to be returned dynamically to the MNP delegator, after it is no longer used.

4. HA of the MR needs to know the MNP used in the mobile network

- According to the solution defined in [6], HA needs to know the MNP used in the mobile network in the "static" MR scenario, in which a routing table entry must exist in the HA of the MR. [11] defines a solution for mobile networks, which requires a binding cache entry in the HA, binding the MNP used on the ingress interface of the mobile network to the COA used on the egress interface. Because information of the MNP used in the mobile network is needed in MR’s HA, it is suggested that dynamic MNP delegation operations are executed between the MR and its HA. Because in that case MNP delegation messages are needed between the MR and its HA, it is suggested that dynamic MNP delegation functionalities are implemented as a MIPv6 extension.

4.1 MIPv6 extension overview

The defined extension borrows from the Automatic IPv6 Prefix Delegation Protocol [7] and from IPv6 Prefix Options for DHCPv6 [8] drafts. Some of the features in those documents are embedded to the MIPv6 extension protocol defined in this document. MR of a mobile network acts as a MNP requestor and HA as a MNP delegator. One new ICMPv6 message and new options inside of it (MNP Delegation-Message) are defined to be used in the extension. New ICMPv6 codes for MNP delegation related signalling are also defined. This means that the MR can dynamically request, return and refresh a MNP from its HA. Also MNP lifetime updates from the HA to the MR are supported. HA allocates the MNP(s) to the MR for a certain period of time. The MNP can be delegated to the MR either temporarily or permanently. In figure 1 an example can be seen of the extension’s usage. In the example MR is at a foreign domain and MR acquires a MNP and sends a MNP Delegation-Message to its HA. HA allocates a MNP for the MR and sends back a MNP Delegation response and the delegated MNP. MR receives the MNP and starts advertising it on its
local links using Router Advertisements. MR can delegate MNPs also when it is at home. More examples of the protocol usage have been demonstrated in chapter 5.5.

Figure 1. MNP delegation for a MR in a foreign network.

5. Protocol

In this chapter the MIPv6 protocol extension for dynamic MNP delegation is defined.

5.1 Operational environment

There are two entities participating in the protocol as can be seen in figure 2. MNP delegator is MR’s home agent, which can delegate MNP(s) for the MR. MR is a MNP requestor, and requests MNP(s) from its HA. MR can have multiple HAs i.e. MNP delegators.

Figure 2. Protocol entities.

5.2 Messages

There is one new ICMPv6 message defined for the MIPv6 protocol. MNP Delegation-Message is used by the MR to query and request HA for MNP(s), return MNP(s) and refresh the lease of MNP(s). MNP Delegation-Message can also be used by HA to signal MR of updating operations regarding the leased MNP(s). The same message type is used as a response to these operations. Different type of operations and responses are distinguished by the different ICMPv6 code types.
5.2.1 MNP Delegation-Message

MNP Delegation-Message is used by MR to query, request, refresh and return MNP(s). It is also used by the HA to inform MR of updating operations.

Message format:

```
+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+
| 0  | 1  | 2  | 3  | 4  | 5  | 6  | 7  | 8  | 9  | 0  | 1  | 2  | 3  | 4  | 5  | 6  | 7  | 8  | 9  |
+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+
| Type | Code| Checksum |
+-----+-----+---------+
| 0  | 1  | 2  | 3  | 4  | 5  | 6  | 7  | 8  | 9  | 0  | 1  | 2  | 3  | 4  | 5  | 6  | 7  | 8  | 9  |
+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+
| Transaction Identifier | Reserved |
+-----------------------+--------+
| 0  | 1  | 2  | 3  | 4  | 5  | 6  | 7  | 8  | 9  | 0  | 1  | 2  | 3  | 4  | 5  | 6  | 7  | 8  | 9  |
+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+-----+
| Message Body |
+-------------+
```

IP fields

Source Address

Source IPv6 address of MR or its HA

Destination Address

Destination address of MR or its HA.

Hop Limit

Set to an initial hop limit value, similarly to any other unicast packet sent by a mobile node.

Routing Header:

A routing header of type 2 MUST be added to the message if HA is sending a MNP Delegation-Message to the MR and MR is not at home i.e has a binding in the HA’s binding cache. Otherwise a routing header of type 2 MUST not be used.

AH or ESP header:

IP security is not discussed in this version of the draft.

ICMP fields:

Type:

xxx for MNP Delegation-Message <To be assigned by IANA>

Code:
MNP Delegator Query (0)

The MNP Delegator Query message is used by the MR to query MNP delegators (HAs) and their abilities to delegate MNP(s). This message is sent to MR’s HA during the MNP Query sequence.

MNP Request (1)

The MNP Request message is used by the MR to request for MNP(s) from its HA(s). This message is sent during the MNP Delegation sequence.

MNP Refresh (2)

The MNP Refresh message is used by the MR to request a refresh on the lifetimes of delegated MNP(s). This message is sent during the MNP Refresh sequence.

MNP Return (3)

The MNP Return message is used by the MR to return delegated MNP(s) to its HA. This message is sent during the MNP Return sequence.

MNP Delegator (4)

A MNP Delegator message is sent by the HA during MNP Query sequence. It is used to inform MR of MNP(s) HA is capable of delegating.

MNP Delegated (5)

A MNP Delegated message is used by HA during MNP Delegation and MNP Refresh sequence. It is used to inform MR of delegated and refreshed MNP(s).

MNP Returned (6)

A MNP Returned message is sent by HA during MNP Return sequence. It is used to inform MR of returned MNP(s).

MNP Unavailable (7)

A MNP Unavailable message is used in all the sequences to inform of non-valid MNP(s) operations.

MNP Update (8)

A MNP Update message is used by HA to inform MR of lifetime changes concerning the delegated MNP(s).

MNP Update-Ack (9)
A MNP Update-Ack is used by MR to respond to MNP Update messages sent by its HA.

Checksum

The ICMP Checksum as defined in [9].

Transaction identifier

An unique identifier used to match a MNP Delegation-Message request to a corresponding MNP Delegation-Message response.

Reserved

This field is unused. It MUST be initialized to zero by the sender and MUST be ignored by the receiver.

Options:

Destination Option:

A Home Address destination option MUST be included if MR sends a MNP Delegation-Message and is away from home.

MNP Option:

MUST contain one MNP Option. The MNP requestor and MNP Delegator can describe the MNP(s) by adding a MNP Option to the MNP Delegation-Message.

5.3 Options

In this chapter the new options, which are used in the new ICMP message, are defined.

5.3.1 MNP Option

This option is used in MNP Delegation-Message. It is used to contain MNP information in one or more MNP Data Options.

Option format:

```
0                   1                   2                   3
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|     Type      |     Option length             | Option body
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
```

Type:

0x01
Option length:

Length of option body.

Option body:

Message body can contain up to x MNP Data Options. However it is recommended that the IPv6 packet size is smaller the MTU for IPv6 (1280 octets) [10] which limits the number of MNP Data Options used in a MNP Option.

5.3.2 MNP Data Option

MNP Data Option holds MNP information related to a single MNP.

Option format:

```
0                   1                   2                   3
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|     Type      |     Preferred lifetime                        |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|               |     Valid lifetime                            |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|               | Prefix length | IPv6 prefix (16 octets) |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|                                                               |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|                               +-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
|                               |     Match     |
+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+-+
```

Type:

0x02

Preferred lifetime:

The recommended lifetime for the MNP in the option expressed in seconds. A value of 0xffffffff represents infinity.

Valid lifetime:

The valid lifetime for the MNP in the option expressed in seconds. A value of 0xffffffff represents infinity.

Prefix length:

Length for this MNP in bits.
IPv6 prefix:

A MNP.

Match:

This field is used to indicate MNP preference of the MR during MNP Query and MNP Delegation sequences.

Defined values:

0, indicates that MNP query/delegation is based on both MNP and its length indicated by the values in Prefix length and IPv6 prefix fields in the MNP Data Option.

1, indicates that MNP query/delegation is based only on MNP length indicated by the value in Prefix length field in the MNP Data Option.

5.4 Operation

In this chapter operation of the protocol is described.

5.4.1 MNP Query sequence

The MNP Query sequence consists of a transaction between the MR and its HA. A transaction consists of a MNP Delegation-Message and MNP Delegation-Message response exchange with the same transaction identifiers. The sequence is initiated by the MR to query its HA’s capabilities to delegate MNP(s) to the MR. This sequence can be performed multiple times with one or more HAs. After the MR has queried the capabilities of its HAs with this sequence, MR should advance to MNP Delegation sequence with the chosen HA to proceed with MNP delegation.

MR functionality:

The MR might initially know the addresses of one or more of its HAs. If the MR is at home, it learns the HA’s address by receiving Router Advertisements from its HA. If MR is away from home and does not know any HA addresses, it SHOULD initiate Dynamic Home Agent Discovery as defined in section 11.4.1 of [2]. After MR knows the addresses of one or more HAs, the MNP Query sequence can be executed.

The MNP Query sequence consists of a transaction between the MR and its HA. Transactions are initiated by the MR to query the capabilities of MR’s HA to delegate MNPs. A transaction consists of a MNP Delegation-Message sent by the MR to its HA and a MNP Delegation-Message response sent back to the MR by the HA. MR initiates the transaction by sending a MNP Delegation-Message with code ‘MNP Delegator Query’ to one of its HAs. The MNP Delegation-Message is constructed by the MR always independently of its ICMPv6 code as follows:
- IP source address field: The source address SHOULD be set to its current Care-Of-Address if MR is away from home. If MR is at home, its home address MUST be used.
- IP destination address field: Destination address MUST be set to HA address. If MR is away from home, the HA to which MR has a binding update list entry MUST be used. Otherwise the stored HA address SHOULD be used.
- Home address destination option: MR’s home address MUST be included in a Home Address destination option, if MR is not at home.
- Transaction identifier: The Transaction identifier SHOULD be chosen randomly to identify this transaction uniquely.
- MNP Option: A MNP Option MUST be set in the message to describe the MNP(s) MR is interested in. One MNP Data Option inside the MNP Option describes one MNP for delegation. The valid and preferred lifetimes MAY be set to indicate MR’s preference for MNP(s). Match field MUST be set as described in section 5.3.2.
- Binding update list: If MR is away from home it MUST have a binding entry in the binding cache at its HA, with which it is communicating. This means that the HA’s address MUST be present in the binding update list of the MR.

In this case the code of the MNP Delegation-Message MUST be set to ‘MNP Delegator Query’. If the MR doesn’t receive a MNP Delegation-Message response back within MNP_REQUEST_DELAY milliseconds, the previously sent MNP Delegation-Message SHOULD be sent up to MNP_REQUEST_MAX_RETRIES times to the same HA. When MR receives a MNP Delegation-Message within MNP_REQUEST_DELAY milliseconds, it SHOULD check it as follows independently of its ICMPv6 code:

- ICMPv6 type: Check that the ICMPv6 type of the received message is MNP Delegation-Message.
- IP destination address field: If MR is at home, check that the destination address in the IP header field is MR’s home address. If MR is not at home, check that the destination address is MR’s COA.
- IP source address field: Check that the IP source address field of the message is the same as the destination address in the corresponding MNP Delegation-Message with the same transaction identifier.
- Routing header type 2: If MR is not at home, the packet MUST have a type 2 routing header with MR’s home address and destination IP header field has MR’s COA.
- MNP Option: Check that a MNP Option with one or more MNP Data Options is present in the message.

If these conditions are not met, MR MUST silently ignore the message. If the code of the MNP Delegation-Message response is ‘MNP Delegator’, MR knows that the HA is capable of delegating the MNP(s) in the MNP Option. If the MNP in the received MNP Data Option is all zeros, HA is not capable of delegating the wanted MNP. If MR queried for x pieces of MNPs, the information of the MNP queries are in the corresponding places in the reply. For example the second queried MNP information is in the second MNP Data Option of the received MNP Option. If the code is
‘MNP Unavailable’, MR knows that the HA is not capable of delegating any of the MNPs the MR queried. The queried MNPs are present in the MNP Option of the reply. If MR does not receive any response after MNP_REQUEST_MAX_RETRIES attempts, the MR MAY start the MNP Query sequence again or conclude that its HA is not capable of delegating MNPs.

After the MNP Query sequence MR can decide to proceed to MNP Delegation sequence based on the received MNP information in the MNP Option or it can continue with a new MNP Query sequence. MR might continue MNP Query sequence with its HA, because MR might not be satisfied with the capabilities of the HA to delegate MNPs. In that case MR MAY change the MNP descriptions in the MNP Option of the new MNP Delegation sequence.

HA functionality:

After the HA receives a MNP Delegation-Message from a MR, HA has to check it as follows independently of the code of the message:

- ICMPv6 type: The type of the ICMPv6 message MUST be MNP_DELEGATION_MESSAGE.
- IP source address field: If the received message has a Home Address destination option, the COA in binding cache of the home address MUST be equal to the IP source address.
- IP destination address field: The destination address MUST be the HA’s IP address.
- MNP Option: Check that the MNP Delegation-Message has a MNP Option with one or more MNP Data Options.

If these checks are not valid, HA MUST silently ignore the message.

In this case the ICMPv6 code of the received message MUST be ‘MNP Delegator Query’. HA can now inform the MR about the MNP(s) it is capable of delegating. It SHOULD make the choice based on the received information in the MNP Option. Each MNP Data Option SHOULD be considered as one MNP information query. If the match field is set to zero in the MNP Data Option, the MNP is wanted to be queried based on MNP and its length. If the match field is set to one, MNP is wanted to be queried only based on MNP length. HA SHOULD follow these preferences in the sequence, but can inform MNPs based on its own criteria. If a MNP is not wanted to be informed to the MR based on a MNP information query, all zeros MUST be set to the MNP field in the MNP Data Option. If the HA is not capable of delegating any MNP(s) queried for in the request, a MNP Delegation-Message with code ‘MNP Unavailable’ MUST be sent to the MR. In this case the MNP Data Options MUST be copied from the request message. Otherwise MNP information of the MNP(s), which HA is capable of delegating MUST be attached to the MNP Option of a MNP Delegation-Message. The MNP Data Options in the response MUST follow the order of the information queries in the request. This means that nth MNP Data Option to nth MNP query MUST be in the nth position in the MNP Option. A MNP Delegation-Message
SHOULD be constructed and sent as follows independently of its code:

- IP source address field: HA’s global IP address is set as source address in the IP header source address field.
- IP destination address field: The corresponding MNP Delegation-Message’s source address is set as destination address in the IP header destination address field.
- Transaction identifier: Copy the Transaction identifier from the MNP Delegation-Message to the response’s transaction identifier field.
- Routing header type 2: A type 2 routing header MUST be included with the MR’s home address if the received MNP Delegation-Message had a Home Address destination option. The home address is received from the Home Address destination option of the corresponding MNP Delegation-Message.
- The match field: The match field MUST copied from the request message from the corresponding MNP Data Options.

In this case the code ‘MNP Delegator’ is set as the type of the MNP Delegation-Message. HA might receive multiple identical MNP Delegation-Message messages, because of retransmissions at the MR. The HA SHOULD handle and answer to these messages identically to those received before.

5.4.2 MNP Delegation sequence

The MNP Delegation sequence can be initiated by the MR after the MNP Query sequence or without it. It is used by the MR to delegate MNP(s) from its HA(s). After successfully executing the sequence, one or more MNP(s) have been delegated for the MR.

MR functionality:

The MNP Delegation sequence begins when MR sends a MNP Delegation-Message with an ICMPv6 code of ’MNP Request’ to its HA. MR can select the HA for MNP delegation based on the MNP Query sequence. The MNP Delegation-Message is constructed and sent as described in the MNP Query sequence (chapter 5.4.1). The ICMPv6 code of the message is now ’MNP Request’.

If the MR receives a MNP Delegation-Message it has to check it as described in chapter 5.4.1 for MR functionality. If the checks are valid, MR SHOULD proceed as follows:

- If the code of the response is set to ’MNP Delegated’, MR can consider one or more MNP(s) delegated. Those MNP Data Options which have all zeros in the MNP field, could not be delegated. The preferred and valid lifetimes in the MNP Data Options indicate the lifetimes for the delegated MNP(s). MR SHOULD store delegated MNP(s) with MNP length, HA’s address and lifetimes (MNP <-> MNP length <-> HA’s address <-> valid lifetime left <-> preferred lifetime left <->). This helps when returning or refreshing the delegated MNP.
- If the code is set to MNP Unavailable, none of the wanted MNP(s) were available for delegation. In this case MR MAY proceed MNP Delegation/Query sequence with different MNP preferences.

If the MR doesn’t receive a MNP Delegation-Message response back within MNP_REQUEST_DELAY milliseconds, the previously sent MNP Delegation-Message MAY be sent up to MNP_REQUEST_MAX_RETRIES times to the same HA. If the MR does not receive a response to its request after sending MNP_REQUEST_MAX_RETRIES requests, MR can conclude that the HA in question is not capable of delegating the wanted MNPs.

HA functionality:

If HA receives a MNP Delegation-Message with code ‘MNP Request’ it MUST check the request as described in chapter 5.4.1 for HA functionality. If the checks are valid, HA can proceed as follows:

- If the wanted MNP(s) are available for delegation, HA constructs and sends a MNP Delegation-Message as described in chapter 5.4.1 for HA functionality except the ICMPv6 code is set to ‘MNP Delegated’. A MNP Option is added to the message based on the MNP(s) to be delegated. The MNP Delegation occurs similarly as in the MNP Query sequence, but in this case the MNP(s) are actually delegated instead of just informing information about available MNPs. The HA SHOULD store the delegated MNP(s) with the home address of the MR, MNP length and lifetimes (MNP <-> MNP length <-> MR’s home address <-> valid lifetime left <-> preferred lifetime left). This will later be helpful when refreshing or returning related to the delegated MNP(s) occur.

- If the MR cannot delegate any MNP(s) for the MR, it MUST send a MNP Delegation-Message back to the MR with a code ‘MNP Unavailable’ as described in chapter 5.4.1 for HA functionality. The MNP Option MUST be copied from the corresponding request.

The MNP Delegation-Message may not reach its destination and the same message might be retransmitted to the HA. In this case the retransmitted message MUST be handled similarly as previously received identical messages.

5.4.3 MNP Refresh sequence

MNP Refresh sequence is initiated by the MR to refresh the lifetimes of leased MNP(s) with finite lifetimes.

MR functionality:

When the valid or preferred lifetime of a delegated MNP diminishes under a certain threshold, its lease SHOULD be renewed with the MNP Refresh sequence. The recommended time for MNP refreshing is not specified here. MR sets the MNP(s) to be refreshed in a MNP Option and sends a MNP Delegation-Message to the HA from which the MNP(s) were delegated from. The HA’s address corresponding to the leased MNP should have been previously stored with the delegated MNP, from which it can
be received for refreshing. The wanted lifetimes for the new MNP delegation can be set according to the MR’s preference. The MNP Refresh sequence begins when the MNP Delegation-Message message is constructed and sent as described in chapter 5.4.1 for MR functionality. The ICMPv6 code of the message is now ‘MNP Refresh’.

If the MR receives a MNP Delegation-Message it has to check it as described in chapter 5.4.1 and in addition to that proceed as follows:

- If the code of the response is set to ‘MNP Delegated’, it can consider the MNP(s) refreshed. The preferred and valid lifetimes in the MNP Data Options indicate the lifetimes for the delegated MNP(s). If a MNP Data Option contains all zeros in the MNP field, the corresponding MNP can be considered as not refreshed.

- If the code is set to MNP Unavailable, none of the MNP(s) could be refreshed. In this case the old lifetimes stay valid for the MNP(s).

If the MR doesn’t receive a MNP Delegation-Message back within MNP_REQUEST_DELAY milliseconds, the previously sent MNP Delegation-Message SHOULD be sent up to MNP_REQUEST_MAX_RETRIES times to the same HA. If the MR does not receive a response to its request after sending MNP_REQUEST_MAX_RETRIES requests, it might be because the corresponding HA is down for some reason. In this case the MR MAY return to MNP Refresh sequence after some unspecified amount of time.

HA functionality:

If HA receives a MNP Delegation-Message with code ‘MNP Refresh’ it MUST check the request as described in chapter 5.4.1 for HA functionality. If the checks are valid, HA can proceed as follows:

- If the HA is able to refresh lifetimes of one or more MNPs, HA constructs and sends a MNP Delegation-Message as described in chapter 5.4.1 for HA functionality, except the ICMPv6 code is set to ‘MNP Delegated’. The lifetimes of the refreshed MNP(s) MAY be chosen by the delegating HA independently of the requested lifetimes in the MNP. The requested lifetimes SHOULD however be used as guidance when refreshing the MNP(s). All the MNP(s) which can be refreshed by the HA, MUST be included in a MNP Option, which is sent back to the requesting MR in a MNP Delegation-Message. If a MNP cannot be refreshed, all zeros MUST be set to the MNP field in the MNP Data Option.

- If the MR cannot refresh any MNP(s), it MUST send a MNP Delegation-Message back to the MR with a code ‘MNP Unavailable’. The MNP Option MUST be copied from the corresponding request.

The MNP Delegation-Message message may not reach its destination and the same message might be retransmitted to the HA. In this case the retransmitted message MUST be handled similarly as previously received messages.

5.4.4 MNP Return sequence
MNP Return sequence is initiated by the MR when the MR no longer needs the previously delegated MNP(s).

**MR functionality:**

When MR no longer needs the leased MNP(s) for some reason, it SHOULD return them to the HA, which delegated the MNP(s). This is executed with the MNP Return sequence. The information related to the MNP(s) to be returned MUST be included inside a MNP Option, which is placed inside the MNP Delegation-Message. The MNP Return sequence begins when the MNP Delegation-Message is constructed and sent as described in chapter 5.4.1 for MR functionality. The ICMPv6 code of the message is now set to ‘MNP Return’. HA’s address should have been stored during MNP Delegation, and is used now as a destination address.

If the MR receives a MNP Delegation-Message it has to check it as described in chapter 5.4.1 for MR functionality and if the checks are valid, proceed as follows:

- If the ICMPv6 code of the response is set to ‘MNP Returned’, MR can consider those MNP(s) returned, which have zero lifetimes in the MNP Option. If a MNP Data Option contains all zeros in the MNP field, the corresponding MNP can be considered as not returned.

- If the ICMPv6 code is set to MNP Unavailable, none of the MNP(s) in the MNP Option were returned. In this case the old lifetimes stay valid for the MNPs.

If the MR doesn’t receive a MNP Delegation-Message back within MNP_REQUEST_DELAY milliseconds, the previously sent MNP Delegation-Message SHOULD be sent up to MNP_REQUEST_MAX_RETRIES times to the same HA. If the MR does not receive a response to its request after sending MNP_REQUEST_MAX_RETRIES requests, it might be because the corresponding HA is down for some reason. In this case the MR MAY return to MNP Return sequence after some unspecified amount of time.

**HA functionality:**

If HA receives a MNP Request with ICMPv6 code ‘MNP Return’, it MUST check the request as described in section 5.4.1 for HA functionality. If the checks are valid, the HA can proceed as follows:

- HA has to determine if the returned MNP(s) have been delegated by the HA to the requesting MR. The MNP(s) which have not been delegated by the HA, MUST have all zeros in the MNP field in the MNP Data Option. The MNP(s) which have been delegated by the HA and can be returned, MUST be included in the MNP Data Options of the response. The lifetimes of those MNP(s) MUST be set to zero to indicate that they are not valid anymore. HA constructs a MNP Delegation-Message as described in chapter 5.4.1 for HA functionality except the ICMPv6 code is set to ‘MNP Returned’.

- If none of the MNP(s) belong to the HA, a MNP Delegation-Message with
the ICMPv6 code of ‘MNP Unavailable’ has to be returned to the requestor as described in chapter 5.4.1 for HA functionality. The MNP Option MUST be copied from the corresponding request.

The MNP Delegation-Message message may not reach its destination and the same message might be retransmitted to the HA. In this case the retransmitted message MUST be handled similarly as previously received identical messages.

5.4.5 MNP Update sequence

MNP Update sequence is initiated by the HA when the valid or preferred lifetimes of a delegated MNP are changed by the HA. With this sequence those lifetime changes are informed to the MR, which originally delegated the MNP. The MR might detect that the lifetimes of a delegated MNP have been changed to zero by its HA. This means that the MNP cannot be used anymore, and a new MNP should be delegated from the HA with the MNP Query/Delegation sequences.

HA functionality:

When valid or preferred lifetimes on one or more delegated MNPs are changed by the MR, that information is informed to the MR by sending a MNP Delegation-Message with ICMPv6 code ‘MNP Update’ to the MR as described in chapter 5.4.1 for HA functionality with the following changes to all message handling except IP source address field:

- MNP Option: When updating MNP(s), a MNP Option MUST be added to the message to indicate the MNP(s) updating operation is concerned with. The new valid and preferred lifetimes are set to the MNP Data Options.
- IP destination address field: The destination address in the IP header MUST be set to the MR’s Home Address if that Home Address has no entry in the binding cache. This means that the MR is at home. MR’s home address should have been saved during the MNP Delegation sequence with the MNP. Otherwise the COA from the binding cache MUST be used.
- Transaction identifier: A new random transaction identifier MUST be used in the transaction identifier field.
- Routing header type 2: A type 2 routing header MUST be included with the MR’s home address, if the MR’s home address has a binding cache entry.
- The match field: The match field MUST set to zero in all MNP Data Options to indicate a match based on both MNP and its length.

If HA doesn’t receive a MNP Delegation-Message message within MNP_REQUEST_DELAY milliseconds, HA SHOULD retransmit the same message. If no response is received after MNP_REQUEST_MAX_RETRIES retransmissions, HA MAY proceed with its own preference. If the MR doesn’t respond for any reason, HA MAY initiate MNP Updating sequence again after some time or it might stop sending messages to the MR. However, the HA can only be sure that MR has received the updating MNP Delegation-Message, when HA receives a MNP Delegation-Message with
ICMPv6 code of ‘MNP Update Ack’.

When HA receives a MNP Delegation-Message with code ‘MNP Update-Ack’ it SHOULD check it as described in chapter 5.4.1 for HA functionality with the following additional check:

- IP source address field: Check that the IP source address field of the message is the same as the destination address in the corresponding MNP Delegation-Message request with the same transaction identifier.

If the checks are valid, it SHOULD proceed as follows:

- The MNP(s) in the MNP Data Options of the MNP Option indicate the MNP(s), which MR has updated. The HA SHOULD now update the lifetimes on its local storage. If a MNP Data Option contains all zeros in the MNP field, the corresponding MNP can be considered as not updated.

- If the code is set to MNP Unavailable, none of the MNP(s) in the MNP Option were updated. In this case the old lifetimes stay valid for the MNPs.

MR functionality:

When MR receives a MNP Delegation-Message with ICMPv6 code ‘MNP Update’, it MUST perform checks on all items except IP source address field as described in chapter 5.4.1 for MR functionality with the following additional checks:

- IP source address field: Check that the IP source address field of the message is the HA’s address from which MR originally delegated the MNP.

If the checks are not valid, MR MUST silently ignore the message. Otherwise

- Those MNP(s) which have zero lifetimes, are going to be expired and SHOULD not be used anymore after this message is received. Those MNP(s) which have non-zero lifetimes, can be used as before, and the lifetimes of those MNP(s) SHOULD be updated on local storage.

Based on the received update message a MNP Delegation-Message MUST be constructed on items concerning IP source address field, Home Address destination option and binding update list as described in chapter 5.4.1 for MR functionality. In addition the other items are constructed as follows:

- IP destination address field: Destination address MUST be copied from the destination address field of the corresponding update message.

- Transaction identifier: The Transaction identifier MUST be copied
from the corresponding update message.

- The match field: Match field MUST be copied from the corresponding update message’s MNP Data Options.

- MNP Option and ICMPv6 code: MR MUST check that the MNP(s) in the update have before been delegated to the MR. Those MNP(s) which have been delegated before MUST be copied from the update message to MNP Data Option of the message. Those MNP(s) which cannot be updated, MUST have all zeros in the MNP field of the MNP Data Option. If one or more of the updated MNP(s) were updated successfully, ICMPv6 code of the message is set to ‘MNP Update Ack’. If none of the MNP(s) could be updated successfully, the MNP Data Options MUST be copied from the update message to the response, and the ICMPv6 code MUST be set to ‘MNP Unavailable’

The MNP Delegation-Message message may not reach its destination and the same MNP Delegation-Message message might be retransmitted to the MR. In this case the retransmitted message MUST be handled similarly as previously received identical messages.

5.5 Examples

In this section a transaction related to both MNP Query and MNP Delegation sequences are depicted. In the first case MR is at home and in the second case MR is at a foreign domain. Also a transaction related to MNP Updating sequence is presented as defined in chapter 5.4.5.

5.5.1 MNP Query sequence

MR at home:

```
( Internet )------|Home domain |---HA
(___________)       \\__________/
               |
               MR
```

In this example the MR is at home and proceeds with MNP Query with its HA. MR wants to be delegated an arbitrary MNP of length 48 and a certain MNP (4ffe:1:1:1/64). HA responds back to the MR by informing that a MNP of 48 can be delegated from the HA and 4ffe:1:1:1/64 MNP is not available for delegation.

Message flows:

```
MR                                          HA
----------------------------------------------->
```
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MNP Delegation-Message

IP fields:
[  
Source address: MR’s home address  
Destination address: HA address
]

ICMP fields:
[
Type: MNP Delegation-Message  
Code: MNP Delegator Query  
Transaction ID: 23456  
Reserved: 0
]

MNP Option:
[
Type=0x01  
Option length=2*sizeof(MNP Data Option)
]

MNP Data Option
[
Preferred lifetime: 3600  
Valid lifetime: 3600  
Prefix length: 48  
IPv6 Prefix: 0x0  
Match: 1
]

MNP Data Option
[
Preferred lifetime: 3600  
Valid lifetime: 3600  
Prefix length: 64  
IPv6 Prefix: 4ffe:1:1:1  
Match: 0
]

MNP Delegation-Message

IP fields:
[
Source address: HA’s address  
Destination address: MR’s home address
]

ICMP fields:
[
Type: MNP Delegation-Message
Code: MNP Delegator
Transaction ID: 23456
Reserved: 0

MNP Option:
[
  Type=0x01
  Option length=2*sizeof(MNP Data Option)
]

MNP Data Option
[
  Preferred lifetime: 3600
  Valid lifetime: 3600
  Prefix length: 48
  IPv6 Prefix: 3ffe:2222:2222::0
  Match: 1
]

MNP Data Option
[
  Preferred lifetime: 0
  Valid lifetime: 0
  Prefix length: 64
  IPv6 Prefix: 0::0
  Match: 0
]
]

5.5.2 MNP Delegation Sequence

MR not at home:

In this example the MR is at a foreign domain and proceeds with MNP delegation with its HA. MR wants to be delegated a certain MNP of length 48. HA responds by delegating the MNP for the MR.

Message flows:
MNP Delegation-Message

IP fields:
[ Source address: MR’s COA
  Destination address: HA’s address ]

Home address destination option
[ Home Address=MR’s home address ]

ICMP fields:
[ Type: MNP Delegation-Message
  Code: MNP Request
  Transaction ID: 67890
  Reserved: 0

  MNP Option:
  [ Type=0x01
    Option length=1*sizeof(MNP Data Option)

    MNP Data Option
    [ Preferred lifetime: 3600
      Valid lifetime: 3600
      Prefix length: 48
      IPv6 Prefix: 3ffe:2222:2222::0
      Match: 0
    ]
  ]
]

-----------------------------------------------

MNP Delegation-Message

IP fields:
[ Source address: HA’s address
  Destination address: MR’s COA ]

Type 2 Routing Header
[ Home Address=MR’s Home Address ]
ICMP fields:
[
Type: MNP Delegation-Message
Code: MNP Delegated
Transaction ID: 67890
Reserved: 0

MNP Option:
[
Type=0x01
Option length=1*sizeof(MNP Data Option)

MNP Data Option
[
Preferred lifetime: 3600
Valid lifetime: 3600
Prefix length: 48
IPv6 Prefix: 3ffe:2222:2222::0
Match: 0
]
]
]

5.5.3 MNP Updating sequence

MR not at home:

In this example the MR is at a foreign domain and HA proceeds with updating the lifetimes of the previously delegated MNP to zero. After this sequence the updated MNP is no longer valid in the MR, and MR has to delegate a new MNP by running the MNP Query and MNP Delegation sequences.

Message flows:

HA                                             MR
MNP Delegation Message:

IP fields:
[
  Source address: HA address
  Destination address: MR’s COA
]

Type 2 Routing header
[
  Home Address=MR’s home address
]

ICMP fields:
[
  Type: MNP Delegation-Message
  Code: MNP Update
  Transaction ID: 948738
  Reserved: 0
  MNP Option:
  [  
    Type=0x01
    Option length=1*sizeof(MNP Data Option)
    MNP Data Option
    [  
      Preferred lifetime: 0
      Valid lifetime: 0
      Prefix length: 48
      IPv6 Prefix: 3ffe:2222:2222::0
      Match: 0
    ]
  ]
]

HA                                             MR

<----------------------------------------------->

MNP Delegation-Message

IP fields:
[
  Source address: MR’s COA
  Destination address: HA’s address
]

Home address destination option
[
  Home Address=MR’s home address
]
ICMP fields:
[
Type: MNP Delegation-Message
Code: MNP Update-Ack
Transaction ID: 948738
Reserved: 0

MNP Option:
[
Type=0x01
Option length=1*sizeof(MNP Data Option)

  MNP Data Option
  [
    Preferred lifetime: 0
    Valid lifetime: 0
    Prefix length: 48
    IPv6 Prefix: 3ffe:2222:2222::0
    Match: 0
  ]
]
]

6. Constants

MNP_REQUEST_DELAY=500
MNP_REQUEST_MAX_RETRIES=3

7. Security issues

Security issues of this MIPv6 extension are not considered in the draft. These issues must be considered in the next version of the draft.
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